
 

Kenbridge Male Alpacas for Sale 

Welcome to Keepsake Farm Alpacas! We are Lyn and Al Kessie currently of Waxhaw, NC, a 
quaint, active town about 30 minutes south of Charlotte. We also have a farm in Kenbridge 
Virginia.   

We have found the world of Alpacas to be one that blesses us not only with the 
presence of these incredibly beautiful and fascinating creatures, but also with 
wonderful friends with whom we can share our mutual passion. We treat our 
Alpacas with the utmost kindness and respect and are committed to breeding 
warm, friendly temperaments, good strong conformation, excellent bites and 
high quality fleece. We offer alpacas for sale ranging from show quality animals, 
proven dams, weanlings and juvies as well as fiber or companion alpacas, all in 
a variety of colors.   

As we strive to grow in our own knowledge as well as share that knowledge with our valued 
clients, our goal is to simply be the best Alpaca farmers possible as we relax and enjoy this 
tranquil lifestyle caring for all of our charges.   

We are active members of: 
Alpaca Owners Association, Inc.  
Carolina Alpaca Breeders and Owners  
Natural Fiber Producers 
 

Alternative to Full Ownership 

 
Adoption 
The Adoption program is ideal for the youngster or for the young at heart.  
Minimum age requirement is 10 years old with no maximum limitation.  It 
offers you the opportunity to experience the alpaca lifestyle without the 
commitment of a large financial investment of ownership. Perhaps you have 
interest in spinning, knitting, weaving or fiber art but live in a restricted area 
governed by a Homeowner's Association, adoption becomes ideal. Possibly 
you have a youngster or teenager that absolutely loves animals, the 
outdoors and would enjoy learning responsibility for caring and being 
around the gentle alpaca.  As owners, we will help you choose the right 
alpaca to adopt based on your interests. However, naturally as owners we 



reserve the right to have final approval. The adoption sponsorship is a 12 month adoption time 
frame for a fee of $350 per year. At the end of the 12 month time period if you desire to re-
adopt the same alpaca you may do so or you can choose a different alpaca.  The adoption 
sponsorship includes the following:      

 

 A photo of the alpaca, photo shoots with your own camera as many as you like.        

 A copy of the registration papers showing its lineage and heritage.     

 Education about what is involved in caring for the alpaca, nutrition. Immunizations, 
parasite control.      

 Opportunity to participate in our monthly "Herd Health Days" and annual "Shearing Day.      

 It will teach a youngster about responsibility and decision making of what the alpaca 
may need. 

 On shearing day you will receive 3-5 ounces of fiber for fiber art. 

 A one-time discount of 10% on product purchase from our farm boutique. 
 
AOV Accoyo Andante 
 
Huacaya, Male, Proven | Beige  
Full Peruvian  
Sire: HDF Accoyo Mozart | ARI# 833378 | White | 
Dam: MH (Accoyo) Veronia | ARI# 1239522 | White      
Stud Fee: $1,500 
 
The first thing you'll notice about this macho beige male is just how bright he is--he just seems 
to glow. His fiber has the appearance of a suri's fleece, with well defined staples draping his 
body. It is an advanced fleece which is ultra-soft and has developed very deep crimp with high 
curvature and a long staple length.  He's nice and straight, has a short muzzle, and is proud as a 
peacock. It's a rare occasion that you'll find him in any other posture other than proud and 
erect with his ears up.  Andante's cria's have been very consistent. Beautiful crimp, long staple 
length and amazingly brilliant shine. It's all there! Lovely heads, lovely variation of color in the 
beige and fawn color and even 2 BEAUTIFUL greys. Who would have thought a rose grey was 
possible from a beige full Accoyo herdsire! Although Andante' is eager to continue his breeding 
career, he is a gentleman with the females. He has a wonderful temperament. All his crias to 
date have outstanding temperaments. 
 

Baron Von Boey 

Huacaya, Male, Unproven | Dark Silver Grey  
7/8 Peruvian, 1/8 Chilean  
Sire: AAF! Silver Shadow | ARI# 30414280 | Light Silver Grey |  
Dam: Royal Peruvian Daiquiri | ARI# 1297508 | Dark Brown |     
Stud Fee: $750 
 



Boo is ready for breeding and assures me he will be a perfect gentleman. Boo is a very dark 
Silver Grey with Great staple length, medium density, a fine fleece with a very soft handle. Boo 
was shown in a Halter/Fleece Show as a yearling and took a BLUE. Since, his fleece has been 
shown in two Spin Off and Cottage Fleece where he won BLUE and in another Fleece Show, 
JUDGES CHOICE. His fleece is a Hand Spinner's Dream! Come to Keepsake Farm for a visit and 
take a look at Boo. We are looking for the right breeding female for him for a Spring breeding. 

Mile High Monsignor Esteban 

Huacaya, Male, Proven | White 
7/8 Peruvian, 1/8 Chilean 

Sire: Mile High The Reverend Mr. Black | ARI# 838028 | True  
Black Dam: Mile High Peruvian Chastity | ARI# 829009 | White 
Stud Fee: $1,000 

Esteban is a joy to have on our farm, he is a true gentleman when handling for monthly care 
and when he is around the girls. He is a compact conformationally correct male with a good bite 
and a medium bold crimp with excellent fineness. Esteban has color in his lineage. His first 
breeding to our First Lady resulted in exactly what we had hoped for, a light fawn female that is 
beautiful. We named her Keepsake Bold N Beautiful and she is our "Beauty". Beauty has been 
confirmed pregnant to Accoyo America Alpha. Bravo was his second cria and he is turning out 
to be quite the stunner! 

 
 

For more information please visit 

http://www.keepsakealpacas.com 

http://www.keepsakealpacas.com/

